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failure has been reported for the BMW The most recently reported issues are listed below. This
vehicle was purchased used and before the manufacturer's 50, mile warranty period expired.
Since January , this vehicle has had 3 ignition coils replaced, one during the extended warranty,
one that I paid for and one that was completed gratis. My concern is that this appears to be
some type of manufacturer's defect and I am very concerned about my safety. When I asked to
speak with the president of BMW north America, I was told by [xxx] that there would be no
further escalation beyond her because her job was to resolve issues and she basically pushed
my concern aside as the wind blows leaves. This is a major safety issue that BMW needs to
resolve immediately before someone loses their life. I have owned over 10 cars in my lifetime
and never have I experienced so many trips to the repair shop!!! Car Problems. Ignition Coils
Failure problem 1. Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Wiring problems.
Battery Dead problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Battery problems. Dash Wiring problems.
Horn Assembly problems. Instrument Panel problems. Mass Air Flow Sensor problems.
Dashboard Failed problems. Crankshaft Position Sensor problems. Ignition coil technology
dates back to around , when automobiles were first equipped with batteries and higher engine
compression dictated the need for a stronger spark. A single coil would provide the spark
power for the entire engine or sometimes two coils for larger "V" engines. The canister-style
ignition coil remained in regular production use right up to the s. In the early s BMW switched
from the canister-style ignition coil with spark plug wires to a "coil on plug" direct ignition
system. This placed a coil on each individual cylinder. The spark phase is a lot more efficient
and the sophisticated electronics have much more control over ignition. This was better overall
for performance, fuel efficiency, emissions, and diagnostics. Misfires, hard starting, rough
engine running, poor fuel economy, and loss of performance have plagued BMWs for years. In a
large majority of cases, these symptoms are traced back to the ignition coils. BMW has made
many changes and revisions over the years in efforts to improve quality and prevent these
issues. However, it's not always a design flaw or poor manufacturing. There are a lot of outside
factors that can contribute to ignition coil failure on BMWs - vibration, heat, oil contamination,
electrical faults, and others. This page is mainly about the pencil-type coils because they are the
most prevalent and used in many more models than the first coil pack design. BMW has been
very active in redesigning the ignition coil since , even going outside of their usual OEM
suppliers. It appears that they will release a revised coil for a specific model, and if it's
successful at reducing complaints, they will spread the applications to other models. For each
revision, a new part number is generated which is why there is a plethora of coil part numbers.
Sometimes a new part is released simply because of a supplier change. Nearly all BMW models
use a coil that can trace its part number lineage back to the original part number. While we
make the case that the same coil can be used across multiple vehicles, we do not advise mixing
coil part numbers or brands. There are minor differences among versions and mixing them may
introduce new or different problems instead of fixing the original issue. Either buy a complete
set of the same brand or buy individual coils that are an exact match to your existing coils. Even
though some part numbers are for specific models, you can trace its lineage back to the
original. Therefore, all BMW ignition coil applications from are comparable or even
interchangeable. Coil manufacturers have made minor changes with each new part number so
we would strongly advise not to mix different brands and part numbers. You may see multiple
part numbers and brands listed on our site for your BMW model. Even if an old part number is
listed, there are no old coils sitting on shelves. Any coil that we sell, regardless of part number,

is going to be the newest version from that manufacturer. But in this case buying the Genuine
BMW brand ensures that you get the very latest attempt at eliminating misfires and running
issues. Our only strong advice is to use the same coil part number and brand on all cylinders.
Install Tip: Snap or Pop Sound Upon Installation This graphic was put out by Bosch in response
to inquiries from technicians that newer coils no longer have a snap or pop sound when the coil
is pushed onto the spark plug. Bosch says the redesign now uses a spring inside that makes
better contact with the spark plug and the snap sound is no longer present. Click for larger. Be
the First To Know. Sort by Name. Sort by Price. BMW Gaskets and Hardware. This listing is for
part or sub-assembly number given below only. Also review the notes section in the
compatibility chart for additional specifications about this part. An ignition coil is essentially a
wire-based transformer. The simplest ones are made out of 2 coils of wire around an iron core.
When the magnetic field gets cut off, it creates an electrical current between the inner and outer
coils. This bumps the 12 volts from the battery into 50, volts. For example, if your engine starts
misfiring, losing power, or idling roughly, that can be the sign of a bad spark plug,. But those
signs could also point to a faulty ignition coil. A check engine light can also point to either, as
can difficulty starting the engine. Later , though, replaced the distributor with a coil pack and
multiple coils. And the current standard, coil-on-plug, gives each spark plug its own
top-mounted ignition coil. Be aware of the following issues. Stalling and Misfiring. When the
ignition coil is failing or experiencing problems, it often leads to pistons misfiring or simply not
firing at all, as the charge is not delivered to ignite the petrol. In the worst case scenario this can
lead to the car shutting down altogether, and stalling when you put your foot down on the gas. If
your car has only one ignition coil, then it may prevent the car from starting. If the battery is
properly charged and all you seem to get when you try to turn the key or hit the button is a
clicking sound, then you could be looking at a problematic ignition coil. If the spark plugs are
not receiving the charge they need â€” then the engine will fail to fire up properly. Less Miles to
the Gallon. If your engine is not burning fuel properly, the engine will need more fuel to do the
same amount of work, leading to decreased fuel efficiency. Additionally, when your ignition coil
malfunctions, it can also create disparities in the oxygen sensor, sending the engine more fuel
than is actually required. Check Engine Light Illuminated on the Dash. In such a situation, you
have a couple of choices. Codes P to P indicate a misfiring, which could be the result of an
ignition coil problem, whilst codes P to P are reserved on all systems to indicate ignition coil
issues. As we mentioned with the fuel economy problem, a faulty ignition coil will often lead to
unspent fuel entering into the exhaust system. Whether or not this is caused by an ignition coil
problem, you should always get the issue investigated. Oil Leak. The huge amounts of current
and charge being transformed inside the ignition coil lead to heat dissipation. When the part is
functioning normally, the oil usually helps get rid of this thermal energy. Bad Spark Plugs. If you
find that your spark plugs are faulty or worn out, then they can often draw more charge than is
normally expected from the engine. This can often put too much strain on the ignition coil,
damaging it over time. Take the following precautions to keep your coil working properly and
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Primary and Secondary copper wire ensure high-voltage availability for peak performance while
reinforced bobbins prevent voltage flashover for extended service life. Copper wires using
higher insulation grade ensure heat resistance and prevent high voltage breakdown. Less Miles
to the Gallon If your engine is not burning fuel properly, the engine will need more fuel to do the
same amount of work, leading to decreased fuel efficiency. Backfiring As we mentioned with the
fuel economy problem, a faulty ignition coil will often lead to unspent fuel entering into the
exhaust system. Oil Leak The huge amounts of current and charge being transformed inside the
ignition coil lead to heat dissipation. Bad Spark Plugs If you find that your spark plugs are faulty
or worn out, then they can often draw more charge than is normally expected from the engine.
Keep the plugs in good order to prevent this from happening. These can often give an early sign
of problems as they will appear toasted if there has been a current drain problem. USD All rights
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and reliable way of delivering spark to the engine. Like any other mechanical component, coils
can fail over time and lead to rough running and loss of power, particularly at higher RPMs.
Testing a coil is possible with an ohmmeter, which tests the amount of ohms that the coil is
producing. Open the hood. Remove the cabin microfilter cover by turning the three knobs that
hold it on 90 degrees. Lift the cover out and set it aside. Remove the cabin microfilter and
disconnect the wiring harness from the filter housing. Remove the four T30 screws that hold the
filter enclosure in place. Set the enclosure aside. Pry the small, round plastic plugs from the top
engine cover and that conceal the screws for the engine cover. Remove the mm nuts that hold
the engine cover on with a socket. Set the engine cover aside. Unscrew the oil cap on the lower
engine cover. Pry out the plastic covers. Remove the mm nuts with a socket. Set the cover
aside. Locate the coils. These are in a row down the engine and are bolted to the tops of the
spark plugs. They each have a wiring harness going to them. Remove the two small bolts that
hold the coils onto the spark plugs. You can then pull the coil up and off of the spark plug.
Examine the end of the coil where it fastens to the spark plug. There will be three contacts. The
outside two are the primary contacts. Using an electric ohmmeter, test the contacts. Place the
ends of the ohmmeter testing cables on the contacts to see how many ohms the coils are
producing on the readout. According to BMW, the acceptable range is 0. Replace the coil if the
ohm reading is not within the acceptable range. It is recommended to change all of the coils at
the same time, since one failing may be a sign that the others may be failing soon as well.
Reinstall the coils by sliding them back over the spark plug. Reinstall the two small bolts with a
socket. Reinstall the upper and lower engine covers. Reinstall the cabin filter enclosure, the
cabin filter and the lid for the enclosure. William Zane has been a freelance writer and
photographer for over six years and specializes primarily in automotive-related subject matter
among many other topics. He has attended the Academy of Art College in San Francisco, where
he studied automotive design, and the University of New Mexico, where he studied journalism.
Step 1 Open the hood. Step 2 Pry the small, round plastic plugs from the top engine cover and
that conceal the screws for the engine cover. Step 3 Unscrew the oil cap on the lower engine
cover. Step 4 Locate the coils. Step 5 Examine the end of the coil where it fastens to the spark
plug. Step 6 Replace the coil if the ohm reading is not within the acceptable range. Screwdriver
Socket set and ratchet Ohmmeter. For more information go to Whenever you need to fix the
ignition coil of your electrical system, Delphi has the best original equipment OE quality
replacement automotive component for your car For the extremes of off-road racing and other

extreme conditions, MSD filled these metal canisters with epoxy resin to protect the primary and
secondary coils from impacts and vibration. They feature low resistan They deliver demand
controlled ignition voltage while maintaining longer spark duration and better engine
performance. These ignition coils guarantee reduced fuel consumption and diminished
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